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have grudged his misfortune will be willingly paid as the re-
ward of this gratification of morbid curiosity.
In the early part of January, Mademoiselle Rachel acted
for the benefit of Monrose, one of the best Figaros the boards
had ever known. Poor Monrose had been indebted to his suc-
cess in Beaumarchais's play to a constant study of it that had
had the most fatal result—insanity. He did not play the part;
he had indentified himself with it, on the stage and off of it;
at table, waking and sleeping, he was in his rule. This con-
stant absorption of the author's creation produced a strange
phenomenon: the actor could no longer lay down the fictitious
part, and be himself; the character, like the robe of the cen-
taur, clung to him, and would not be torn away. He had
forgotten his name, but he immediately answered to that of
Figaro. In conversation he was absent, and appeared neither
to hear nor understand; but a quotation from the "Barbier"
brought forth a prompt, an animated answer, the droll gesture,
the contagious laugh. He had forgotten his own existence,
he had not forgotten a line of the play \
We have said that the unfortunate actor had determined,
in a lucid interval, to take advantage of the next one to come
again before the public, and endeavor to earn during that
respite wherewith to supply himself with the comforts his
helpless condition required. The house was crowded; the
anxiety of spectators and actors may be readily conceived;
the sight was terrible, the trial exciting in the highest degree.
All, conscious of the truth, dreaded at each word, at each
gesture, a return of the fatal malady; nay, doubted whether
it had not returned and was not lurking beneath the apparent
calm. The Rosine and the Almavives of the evening were un-
der the influence of a terror they could scarcely disguise. The
object of all this alarm seemed to seek, by his offhand, easy
grace, his brilliant sallies and his smiling.looks, to reassure
them. There are in the role of Figaro passages but too allu-
sive to his unhappy state, and every heart beat with terror as
the doomed man uttered the three words at the conclusion of
the third act: " 7Z est fou ! II est fou ! H est fou f" And here,
and here only, did Monrose himself seem to allow that he was
aware of the truth. He nttered the sentence each time with

